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1. Working Title: Existence and Perception - Re-defining philosophical theories 
through personal experience and experimentation 

 

2. Aims and Objectives: 

The following points consist questions and areas of interest, that I plan to research 
through my project.  

Philosophy/ Phenomenology and Existential Theories: 

Philosophical theories have always been an area of interest for me. Through my 
studying, I realized I have been mainly drawn to theories concerning our existence 
in the world and how we perceive reality. This is why I chose to research matters 
concerning body and mind through existential phenomenology and other 
theories, such as dualism and solipsism. I find myself always coming back to certain 
concepts concerning the existence of one's self. Perception if seen through a 
phenomenological point of view, or even through the solipsistic theory, becomes 
unique. Thus, a person can only be certain of his own reality and can only 
understand other realities by analogy.  

The notion of body and embodiment as described by theorists like Maurice 
Merleau-Ponty is a very challenging area for research. In addition, the way he refers 
to the flesh as an “element of being”, as our connection with ourselves and the 
world is quite intriguing. Can someone get into the head of another? What exactly 
'self' means? What forms can these thoughts take? If the body, the “flesh”, carries 
part of our perception and memory, what form does a connection between each 
other take? These questions constitute a starting point for my inspiration. Concepts 
like body and identity appear in the work of many artists, and can inspire the 
development of my work.  

Digital Imagery: 

Contemporary art and new digital technologies have offered new means of artistic 
expression, thus creating new areas of research. A variety of means, techniques, or 
“languages”, which can produce interesting results. From photography, video, 
digital image editing, 2d and 3d graphics, installation and many other areas, 
contemporary artists have a wide range of tools to use, with the line between them 
often appearing unclear. New means blurring with more traditional ones, digital 
with analog, virtual with real, so this assemblage can be characterized as “mixed 
media”. In that sense, 'mixed media' create a 'mixed reality', a constant transition 



from old to new, already existing to virtual, revealed in a certain site for the viewer 
to see and experience. Experimentation with different means can provide new 
directions in artistic practice. 

Situation: 

The question of where do I place the artwork. I am interested in the meaning of 
placing an artwork in a certain site, especially if this site is public. What does it 
mean to place a piece of art in public? The artwork ceases to exist inside the gallery 
and becomes part of a certain public environment. The continuous movement and 
change of the public space, its speed and colors, can affect the artwork and vice 
versa. Art history shows us many different forms of public art, including sculpture, 
performance or graffiti painting. Art is directly linked to the site, in many cases one 
cannot exist without the other. However this raises many questions and problems 
about interfering in the public, which are to explore. 

In addition, if we choose to place the artwork in public, how do we choose the 
spots? Inside the urban tissue for example, one can find a variety of sites that differ 
in character, scale, history, noise etc. In a city like Athens where I live, one can find 
many sites of particular interest, which are however hidden or neglected. These 
sites can refer to both ancient and more recent history, and are nowadays 
neglected or unknown. Apart from this, one can find many reasons for choosing a 
certain place, like for example personal reasons, emotions or experience lived in a 
certain site. “New realities” forming a narrative inside the urban tissue. What form 
can this narrative take? Is there a specific meaning in this action? What is the 
connection between artwork and space? These questions hopefully will be 
answered through experimentation. 

 

3. Context: 

By organizing my thoughts and ideas for the project, I find out that there are many 
different theoretical backgrounds and contexts that relate to my work. The 
following list contains the main topics of research, and by time new themes may 
accrue. 

- phenomenology 

- existential theories and solipsism 

- contemporary “digital” art 

- conceptual art 

- forms of public art (street art, performance, graffiti, video installations) 

 



4. Methodology: 

Theoretical background: Reading and research in philosophy, and the theories 
described above. Through this research, practice and experimentation, I am 
planning to form a “narrative”, to observe specific themes and topics that appear in 
my artworks and that concern me most. 

Imagery: Researching the form of “narrative”. I am planning to research and 
experiment with image and video editing, as well as 3d programs, so as to finally 
conclude with the appropriate tools that will give life to my ideas. Combining 
different techniques and procedures so as to arrive at something that enhances my 
thoughts. 

Situation and public space: Researching why and how can an artwork be 
integrated in a certain site. Researching public art forms and the context of the 
possible sites chosen. Learn more about the social, historical or mythological 
context of the sites and imagine if and how my ideas can be embedded in them. 
Exploring what form will the artwork take if I choose to place it in public. 

 

5. Outcomes: 

I am planning to produce digital images and videos, small narratives based on my 
theoretical background. The imagery produced will be the outcome of my 
experimentation with different means and techniques, from 2d digital image and 
video to 3d work. By researching the philosophical field I described above, I plan to 
touch my specific concerns on these matters and to present them to the viewer as 
open questions. Philosophy and existential theories constitute a way of addressing 
these questions concerning body, mind and perception, and serve as a starting 
point for my artistic practice. My aim is not to produce a literal representation of 
theories, but to use them as a means to understand my concerns and to create 
something meaningful. 

Concerning the place where the artworks will be placed, it remains to be seen 
through research and experimentation whether it makes sense to place it in public, 
and what will be the connection between site and artwork. By choosing a specific 
artwork, site and way of presentation, the exact outcome of this research remains 
an open questions to be examined further. 

 

6. Work Plan: 

1st year: Researching my theoretical background and experimenting with image, 
video editing and 3d techniques, so as to give life to the narrative and to decide 
which tools are appropriate for the work. Studying more about the philosophical 
field I am currently involved and possibly finding new aspects and areas of interest. 



Through this experimentation, I plan to become more familiar with the specific 
software used to create this imagery, including image and video editing programs, 
creating graphics, and working with 3d volumes, which is a new area for me. 

 

2nd year: Continuing my research in imagery and my artistic practice. Researching 
possible ways to present the artwork later in public. Examining possible sites of 
placing the artwork in the city. Combine my previous work with this research to 
produce the final form of the artworks. 
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